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Here in my room I can make a new world
Tokubetsu nanimo nai heya dakedo
I have hardly a thing, but all I need is my imagination
Arayuru owari hajimari
Building a brand new beginning
I take a new step, I know that I'd walk the distance
Mata atarashii kotae sagashite
The only real way for me to find all the answers
Is to get away...yeah...fukaku oku e

Kanashii yakusoku yaburareru tame no
Saigo no yakusoku dake mamoru tame no
Never thought I'd find it, and now I've made it
The only thing left to do is find a clue

Totsuzen datte hitsuzen datte
Hito wa mina mitsukeru no sa
Kanashiku natte nakitakutatte
Yo ga akeru

I beg to you to answer me this one time
I'm counting on this one time
There's a need in me that longs to know is this the end?

Am a alone? Is there anyone listening?
I've waited so long, and still have nothing to say
It's funny, the only way to find all the answers
Was to get away from my room
Motto tooku e...
Kanashii yakusoku yaburareru tame no
Saigo no yakusoku dake mamoru tame no
Never thought I'd find it, and now I've made it
The only thing left to do is find a clue

Totsuzen datte hitsuzen datte
Hito wa mina mitsukeru no sa
Kanashiku natte nakitakutatte
Yo ga akeru

I beg to you to answer me this one time
I'm counting on this one time
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There's a need in me that longs to know is this the end?
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